Furfooz, 22nd december 2014.
Dear Mr Keshe,
Following your decision to close the gates of the institute for all the Belgian knowledge seekers,
ending at the same time the one year agreement at the institute, I have seen myself constraint not to
come anymore to the institute since the 24th of October .
I am thus in the obligation to ask you for the refund of the fee due for the period from the moment
when you made the announcement until the end of the one year period. This represents a little more
than three month and a half which is an amount of € 6000.00 that I will ask you to refund on the
account from which you have been paid.
I have also to come back on a certain number of facts.
Since we arrived at the institute in the middle of February 2014, you have guided us in experiments
through a number of realizations, that brought us to new understandings, for which I am very
grateful. And I thank you for this.
But from the month of September the situation started to change.
First of all my five ceramic reactors have been put aside in your personal laboratory. The reason you
said was that they should not be interfering any more with the other reactors in absorbing the fields
from them.
In September, several times, you said your “security service” had announced that an attempted
murder against you was being prepared for the end of the month. That was the moment when you
appeared weak to us and you said you were ill, even saying that you had to go to the hospital. Was it
true or not, looking back I do not know today.
Then from the month of October I felt that the collaborative relationship started to change. You have
progressively put me out of the teaching : you didn't speak to me, ignored me, you behaved as if I
wasn't present.
Meanwhile Eliya K. came to the institute, she would have found that you had been poisoned by
arsenic. The homeopathic remedy - Arsenicum Album - would have allowed you to go better
justifying the assumption receipt poison. The homeopathic remedy -Arsenicum Album - would have
allowed you to get better justifying the hypothetical received poison.
Shortly after your wife and yourself have said to the knowledge seekers that an opening in the
fence had been done during the night. You both said that this was the proof that you have had some
intruders coming in to harm. As I saw the hole, I immediately said that it had been there for month
before. Saying this to you and your wife, you both became silent about it. Still, it's from that
moment that you started accusing "knowledge seekers" of wanting to poison you.
Accusing nobody particularly, you each time used convolutions to specify with a lot of details a
person.
Never did I nor have I tried to poison any one. I am not the one you pretend I am. I never felt
concerned by the poisoning action described. I respect Life in all its forms, I love all living beings.
It's also for that reason that I am a conscientious objector.

At another point you mentioned poisoning attempts perpetrated by Belgian people in connection
with the Italians. You claimed to know the perpetrator and you said that it was someone close.
You then said that one of the "knowledge seeker" was the cause of your poisoning and that of your
family and yourself and you let it know by the public who listened to the "workshops". You had also
said that you didn't name anyone. Yet it is from this point that I felt that your attitude towards me
began to change completely.
My shelving had become increasingly more pronounced : you were talking to Armen and Marko
looking at them but I was not any more considered as a “knowledge seeker” to whom you gave your
teaching. You acted like as if I did not exist for you any more.
You no more gave me any learning of knowledge, you were only speaking to me to insinuate
strange accusations. And adding that the "knowledge seeker" who wanted to poison you, had been
paid to be there.
Around mid-October, one morning you were wearing latex gloves to greet us and you said that it
would be from there on the case each time, making it appear that it was so that your poisoning had
occurred. Wearing gloves effectively happened again but only two or three times later around the
end of October. And this was to avoid contamination with arsenic. But these says have change later.
You said that you had filed a complaint following which an arrest warrant would have been issued
against the one who you said had poisoned you. Without naming the person directly but in sufficient
description and circumlocution to designate one individual. And each time you repeated that you
accuse no one.
The terms became more and more precise for the description of the person but all this was
accompanied by accusations and allegations completely out of any reality.
Later you talked about a sponsor and the help received to file in Belgium backdated patents and
have them then validated to the European patent office with the false allegation that this was
coming from the reports I was making to my sponsor. There were then no circumlocutions to point
to me directly. I answered that the reports where never more than one page a month and that I was
even some month late.
At the same time, you asked me if the police didn't questioned me. Answering negatively, you were
even more suspicious adding that you were very surprised that this didn't happen already and also
that I hadn't been arrested. You even said that if the proof was done I would be judged very soon by
the Iranian court of justice or even the Chinese because in those countries an attempted murder is
the same as a murder and would lead to a sentence to death.
When talking about this you would at the same time look at me to more precisely designate the
person you pretended to know to be the prime suspect.
You have asked me to give you the name of my sponsor which I gave you. I would point out here
that it is my company that made it possible for me to stay in Italy and pay you the fee to receive the
knowledge from you.
Later I asked you why you only wanted Marko and Armen to control the reactors and you answered
that Marko had been helping Armen. This was a very strange answer as I had been helping Armen
for his reactors at least as much as Marko did.

Even your wife was ignoring me as much as possible. She also expressed first that she wanted
nothing more to do with Belgium and she did not want to be Belgian any more.
All these allegations have been made public and this is why I shall make this letter public. All these
insinuations helped develop in me a sense of true moral harassment.
“Think correct”, “talk correct” and “act correct” is what you tell everyone to do. You would also
constantly repeat to us "thou shalt not steal."
What would be your acts, allegations and accusations if they were anything else than bad thoughts,
unjust actions and unjust words ?
I do not recognize myself in any of your accusations, I refute them.
Furthermore you kept my own five self made reactors and you have kept for you the parts that I had
personally paid by claiming they were property of the foundation.
Would this not be a theft ? If you do not wish to let it be so, could you answer my question : what
do you offer me ?
to take
Another question : in accusing innocent people, isn't it stealing the good reputation and good faith,
destroy their quiescence by stealing again these people ? Because accusing a person for nonestablished facts is a theft of truth and honor.
When the One - God or what ever the name given - uses or inspires a human sensitivity, usually for
a given time, it does not remove its freedom of choice. That human sensitivity will have to take
responsibility for he's own actions. These free choices have nothing to do with the use that God will
make of this human sensitivity to give the knowledge. In this way, the knowledge given is at the
level of this utilization or inspiration of the One in Its Multitude and Diversity. But the actions and
words of the human sensitivity used to give this knowledge may not reflect the Divine that is
revealed through him at other moments. The human sensitivity can even confuse what he really is
with what he receives.
The Divine is all Consciousness and it belongs to each of us to make this consciousness become
ours in acting in a right and honest way, in a way of love and not in a way of accusing innocent
people.
Regards
John S.

